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THE FINAL
RESULTS

LEARNING FOR
INTEREST, GETTING
A JUMP ON
EDUCATION
BACKGROUND
AND CAREER

FOR

2022
FALL
SEMESTER

With 304 students graduating
this June, AICE presented awards
to a couple, a pair of brothers,
and two senior students.

FOR

MESSAGE FROM
THE SEA
EXHIBITION IN
JIANGONG
CAMPUS
Sapud Kacaw held an
exhibition called “the Message
from the Sea” in the Arts
Center in Jiangong Campus
from May 6 to June 17.

WILL BE
ANNOUNCED
IN

TH E LA TE
J UL Y

2020 NKUST
SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT: BECOMING
A CARBON-NEUTRAL
UNIVERSITY
NKUST published its first
sustainability report to declare
its determination on the
practice of sustainable
development and to reach
carbon neutrality by 2028.
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Keep Ghost Nets Away from Our Ocean: Penghu,
NKUST Ocean Saving Volunteer Training Program
Removing marine debris is not an easy task but still a
must-to-do mission to save our marine ecosystems.
Penghu County Government (PCG) has collaborated with
NKUST Marine Affairs Research Center to remove abandoned
fishing nets (or called ghost nets) and devised volunteer
training programs since 2018.
The mission of these programs is to cultivate more talents
with experience removing ghost nets and form a team of
Ghost Nets Busters.
MARC Director Liu, Wen-Hong (劉文宏) stresses: “We
believe only by raising people’s awareness can we see them
voluntarily learn to collect and remove derelict fishing gear in
the ocean. However, it does take time to train divers with the
right knowledge of marine debris and protect themselves
while removing debris.”

Vocabulary
1. devise
2. stress

巧妙設計；巧妙構思
強調；著重

3. derelict

廢棄的；破舊的

PCG and NKUST both well know that cleanups do nothing
to tackle the root of the problem, as human beings continue
discarding waste, leaving it under the ocean for volunteers to
remove.

4. cleanup

清除工作；善後

5. discard

丟棄；扔掉

6. waste

垃圾；廢棄物

7. removal

拿開；去除

Possible ways forward would be for both organizations to
continue marine debris removal projects, divers training, and
educating people to protect our ocean planet.

8. Marine debris

海洋廢棄物
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